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Genesis 9:8-17                       Mark 1:9-15 

 
Just so we’re clear – I did actually read the correct scripture for this week. But if you are 

thinking that we just read this scripture a few weeks ago and you already heard me preach on 
Mark’s baptism of Jesus, you would also be correct. The lectionary does this weird thing this 
year where we read Mark’s account of the baptism of Jesus directly following the Christmas 
season and then we get Mark’s account of Jesus going into the wilderness to kick off Lent. Only, 
Mark’s account of Jesus going into the wilderness is exactly two sentences and for Mark, Jesus’s 
baptism is an important part of this larger story. And the larger story of Jesus going into the 
wilderness and eventually to the cross, is exactly what we want to focus on today.  

 
A few weeks ago, when I preached about Mark, I mentioned how it sounded like my five 

year old wrote it because, much like a story being told by a five year old, it’s very fast paced, and 
the author is so excited to tell this story it’s like one long run-on sentence. We talked about how 
this was due to the apocalyptic nature of the book of Mark and how important it was for Mark’s 
readers to understand Jesus’s story urgently because Jesus might return today or tomorrow.  

 
Today’s section of Mark’s gospel is not any different. We have three separate extremely 

important events in Jesus’s life all happening in just six sentences. Mark’s message is critical and 
there’s no time to spend on extra words. Mark’s brevity is worth focusing on because there is a 
certain drama in the brevity itself. In a few swift strokes of the pen, Mark sets the stage for all 
that is to come. Our attention is focused precisely on the man Jesus and the message he brings. 
This clearing away of extraneous detail, this forcing our attention on Jesus is just what Lent can 
be about for those of us who are too absorbed in our own projects to focus for ourselves. 
Mark’s opening verses are an invitation for us to re-focus in Lent. 

 
 “Repent and believe in the gospel.” We might translate these familiar words as “re-focus 
and trust the good news.”  Because Mark’s gospel, at its heart, is only about the Good News of 
Jesus Christ. However, it can be challenging for us to see this because all the prophetic 
preparation does not diminish the qualities of loneliness and danger that this passage 
embodies.  The gospel of Mark is deeply focused on Jesus’s identity. But unlike some of the 
other gospels that want to focus on Jesus’s humanity and humility, Mark wants to focus on Jesus 
- the son of God. Jesus walks a road that none of us can walk. This long road to the cross is 
lonely and dangerous and much of the gospel of Mark highlights this danger, violence, and 
loneliness.  
 

The loneliness of God’s servant is already present in these opening verses. It all begins in 
the wilderness, home to prophets of Israel, and to Israel itself in the years of wandering. Jesus 
will be there too, his meeting of Satan’s temptations is witnessed by no humans but surrounded 
by wild animals, a dangerous place to be. At his baptism, the voice and vision belong to Jesus 



alone. The words, “you are my Beloved,” are singular. It is Jesus who is beloved and who will 
suffer so much for God’s people.  

 
At the end of Lent and the end of Mark, both violence and loneliness come to a 

culmination in Jesus’ cry of abandonment on the cross. We consider the connection between 
the establishment of the reign of God and the incarnation of peace where wild animals no 
longer exist in hostility with humans. Something new has begun and Jesus is announcing it as 
good news. In him, God pulls back, or better yet, rips the veil that has kept heaven’s power and 
intention hidden. This tearing of the veil between God and humankind and the opening of God’s 
reign among all humans, both begin in this lonely, isolated way. Mark teaches us to see God by 
looking to Jesus and to envision a kind of holy disruption grounded in the longing for God to set 
things right. 

 
 The Old Testament readings for the first three Sundays in Lent give us glimpses of God’s 
covenants with humankind: today we heard God’s covenant with Noah, next week includes 
God’s covenant with Abraham, and then following that, God’s covenant with Israel at Sinai. 
While each covenant is distinct from the others, taken together they testify to God’s ongoing 
desire to be in relationship with humanity. Because today’s story of covenant comes without 
condition, we might think of it as a “promise” rather than an agreement. God reaches out to the 
world, and God does all the heavy lifting.  
 
 God desires to be in relationship with us and Jesus shows us how to be in relationship 
with God. Except, as Mark continuously reminds us, we cannot be in relationship with God the 
way Jesus can. Jesus is distinctly different from us because he is fully God and must walk the 
lonely way of the cross. We can look to Jesus to see God and attempt to follow his teachings, 
always striving to be better. But we are not supposed to be Jesus and that is not what God 
wants from us. God desires authentic relationship with us. If what we are doing to connect with 
God in our everyday lives isn’t working, try something new or start again.  
 
 Today, there’s a lunch and learn to kick off our Lenten series on spiritual practices. Our 
seminary intern Mary will lead us through an exercise to identify our “Spiritual Personality 
Type.” I’ll be talking more about this at the lunch, but I think my type is a combination of 
kinesthetic/naturalist. Meaning that I connect mostly deeply with God through movement in 
natural settings. I always feel a deep connection with God when I am in nature, but the times 
that I have felt most spiritually alive have been times when I have been hiking, running, 
paddling a canoe, or dragging myself up a mountain. For me, there is something holy about 
feeling my heart pound in my chest, listening to my breath, trying to climb to the highest point 
so I can see for miles and experience all of God’s good creation.  
 
 Yesterday I went to the funeral of Dee Wade who was the pastor of Anchorage 
Presbyterian Church for 22 years. Many folks who spoke of him also spoke of his love of being in 
nature. As a closing of the homily, the Wendell Berry poem The Peace of Wild Things was read. 
It says:  
 



“When despair for the world grows in me 
and I wake in the night at the least sound 
in fear of what my life and my children’s lives may be, 
I go and lie down where the wood drake 
rests in his beauty on the water, and the great heron feeds. 
I come into the peace of wild things 
who do not tax their lives with forethought 
of grief. I come into the presence of still water. 
And I feel above me the day-blind stars 
waiting with their light. For a time 
I rest in the grace of the world, and am free.” 
 
 Your spiritual practice doesn’t have to involve being in nature, there are lots of different 
practices. I hope you’ll explore some of these practices with us in Lent. Don’t be afraid to try 
something new if you are feeling adventurous or stuck. Whatever your personal spiritual 
practice is, I hope you’ll focus or re-focus on it this season. God doesn’t want us all to be just like 
Jesus, God wants us to be exactly as God has created us and only desires our authenticity. So, 
refocus and trust the good news this day. Amen.    


